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Overview
1. Galileo constellation

2. ISR events between MEO and IGSO satellites

3. Impact case study (without/with simulated ISR)
4. Summary
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Galileo constellation (study assumption)
3 types of orbits

•
•
•

24/3/1 constellation in Medium Earth Orbit (MEO)

MEOspare

- aligned to the real orbit of E19 (IOV-3)

1 additional spare satellite in MEO

- positioned to permanently ‘scan’ the troposphere

4 satellites in Inclined GeoStationary Orbit (IGSO)

- evenly distributed on two ground tracks centered at -10° W and 10° E
- constant orbit (one set of Keplerian elements per satellite)

Simulation

•
•

Period: 2014 (GPS week 1774 to 1824)
1 second sampling rate
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ISR events - Definition

The path of the ISR signal approximates the Earth closer than 40 km (neutral
atmosphere) / 1100 km (ionosphere), respectively.
One event is counted as long as the ISR
signal remains in the atmosphere
(0 km < Mc < 40 km / 1100 km).
The atmospheric losses in the ISR
frequency range (higher than L-band)
does not harm signal reception.

Simultaneous dual frequency observations allow to mitigate the ionospheric effect
-> Condition for studies of the neutral atmosphere
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ISR events - MEO/MEO
•
•
•

•
•
•

Number of the transit events per year
between MEO satellites (equal for both,
ionosphere and neutral atmosphere)
4 different transit events per satellite

Duration: 8 min / 12 min (total atmosphere)
Path geometry for all MEO satellite pairs
Period: 5th Jan 2014

Covered region: 10° to 50° lat band at both
hemispheres
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ISR events - MEO/IGSO
•
•
•

•
•
•

Number of the transit events per year
between 24 MEO and 4 IGSO satellites

Events change permanently, drift westwards
Duration: 90% < 25 min (total atmosphere)

Path geometry for all MEO/IGSO satellite pairs
Period: GPSweek 1774

Covered region: globally
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ISR events - MEO/MEOspare
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Transit event for the MEO/MEOspare
satellite pair in the same orbital plane
Period: 4th May 2014

Region: -50° to 50° lat band

Screening of a defined atmospheric layer
The transit events for the MEO/MEOspare
satellite pairs in different orbital planes
Period: 4th May 2014

Covered region: 3 bands between
-50° and 50° lat
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Impact case study - Introduction

• Definition of a study case to analyse the potential of ISR for atmospheric research
(w.r.t. already existing techniques).

• A GNSS tomography approach was set up to identify not only geographic

locations but also atmospheric layers which might benefit from additional ISR
measurements.

• The following observation types are used as input dataset:

- ground based GPS+GLONASS observations (background dataset)

- simulated ISR measurements

- simulated radio occultation data (not shown here)
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Impact case study - Study area
South-East Europe flood event in May 2014

Selection of two sub-domains: Iberian and Balkan Peninsula

Selection criteria: Geometric aspects and the violent contrast between dry and
humid atmospheric conditions
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Impact case study - Background dataset
Atmospheric structure

•
•

1.0° x 1.0° spatial resolution
10 equidistant height layers
(h = 0 - 40 km)

Background dataset

•
•

71 European GNSS sites

Slant Tropospheric Delays (STD, 3° cut-off)
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Impact case study - Background dataset
Analysis of the Lines of Sight (LoS)
for each GNSS site-satellite pair

Non-traversed atmospheric parts (Balkan)

LoS - vertical distribution
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Impact case study - Simulated ISR
Expected ISR events (Neutral atmosphere)

MEO-MEO

MEO-IGSO

MEO-MEOspare

Obs. type

# Events per day ø Event duration Repeat cycle Vertical range

MEO-MEO

11 - 18

MEO-IGSO

03 - 05

MEO-MEOspare 00 - 01

~ 16 sec

5 days

0 – 40 km

continuously

10 days

specific layer

sec – min

5 days

0 – 40 km
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Impact case study - Simulated ISR
Ray-tracing through operational ECMWF analysis data

• Start point: Mc
• Elevation angle: 0.006°
• operational NWM data (6 h)
• delay = STD(Sat1) + STD(Sat2)
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Impact case study - Simulated ISR

ISR between MEO/MEOspare, 04 May 2014, 21:30 – 22:45 UTC
Track of the ISR signal through the
atmosphere (shown as straight line)

Traversed atmospheric parts

The simulated ISR are introduced as ‚error-free‘ STDs into the tomography solution
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Impact case study - GNSS Tomography
Tomography solution for 04 May 2014, 22 UTC
N [ppm]- Standard atmosphere

N [ppm] – GNSS STDs

Total refractivity fields derived from standard atmosphere (left) and ground-based
GNSS observations (right) for vertical layer 5 (16-20 km)
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Impact case study - GNSS Tomography
Tomography solution for 04 May 2014, 22 UTC
N [ppm]- GNSS STDs

N [ppm] – GNSS STDs + ISR

Total refractivity fields derived from ground-based GNSS observations (right) and
GNSS+ISR (left) for vertical layer 5 (16 – 20 km)
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Impact case study - GNSS Tomography
ZTD time series at GNSS site PENC (preliminary results)
Vertical integration through the refractivity fields:

MEO/MEOspare event

ISR helps to stabilise the tomography solution and to reduce the ZTD error
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Summary

• A full Galileo constellation was simulated (MEO, IGSO, MEOspare) and ISR

events were recorded whether a line of sight (between two satellites) passes
the atmosphere (ionosphere/neutral atmosphere).

• The GPS + GLONASS observations of the European GNSS network were processed
with Napeos software to obtain STDs for a case study. Ray-tracing through
NMW data was carried out to retrieve delays for each ISR event.

• Both, the GNSS STDs and the simulated ISR delays were used as input dataset for

GNSS tomography to reconstruct the refractivities in different atmospheric layers.

• The refractivity fields and derived products (ZTDs) were analysed to validate the
impact of the ISR on the tomography solution.

• ISR might be a valuable tool for atmospheric research. Further analysis to assess
the contribution of ISR is ongoing.
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